
1.1 Very Ancient Mesopotamia
The language that these settlers spoke

—Sumerian—is apparently unrelated to
any other language on earth. But by the
time that the Sumerians began to write,
their language was peppered with words
from another tongue. Sumerian words



the disaster.

2.1 Before the Ryan-Pitman Flood
Less spectacular answers have been

suggested as well. Perhaps the flood
story represents a sort of generalized
anxiety about flooding, which
undoubtedly was a regular occurrence
near the braided stream that ran through











Rishis, meanwhile, became the seven
stars of the Big Dipper. The year was
3102.

5.2 Indian Trade Routes
For the purposes of reconstructing

Indian history, this story is more smoke







king Etana was childless. The towns of
the Yellow river valley had no such
longing.15



close to immortality as any mortal
invention that we know.

7.2. Alphabet Chart. The
transformation of three letters from

Egyptian to Latin. Credit Richie Gunn









In later versions of the Osiris story,
Set doesn’t simply drown his brother; he
dismembers him and scatters the pieces
across Egypt in an attempt to obliterate
his name. A thousand years later, Set has
become the Egyptian Lucifer, a red-eyed
prince of darkness, the Loki who



11.1 Pyramids of the Old Kingdom
Herodotus, who has all of the

pharaohs in the wrong order, is far from





increasing in strength—fought an
unending series of battles for primacy.

12.1 Battling Cities of Sumer and
Elam

The Sumerian king list is missing quite
a few names, and since it tends to list









bureaucrats could carry on their business
without feeling the need to keep track of
their doings.

14.1 Harappan Cities
With or without a bureaucracy, the

Harappan merchants traded their goods





15.2. Khafre’s Descendents.
It is possible that the genetic code was

a little less fragile, so long ago. There
also may have been a certain self-
selection going on; if you had the choice
of a handful of siblings for your spouse,
you were likely to pick the most
vigorous and healthy, thereby perhaps



After the wasteful Fourth Dynasty
squandering of Egyptian lives and
money, the weakness of the royal
family’s genes, and the natural self-
limiting nature of the pharaoh’s divinity,
drought provided the final push over the













your city weeps before you, like a
child lost in a street,
your house stretched out its hands
to you,
it cries, “Where are you?”
How long will you stand aside











unifying and protecting power of a
leader.

21.1 Xia and Shang
The hereditary assumption of this

power began with Yü, who did his best
to follow the example of the Sage Kings















24.2 Thera Before and After
Shortly afterwards, the volcano at the

center of the island began to spew out
pumice. The pumice that coats the ruins
appears to have crusted over, meaning
that it was exposed to the air (before
being coated by the ash of the final
eruption) for some time—any amount of
time from two months to as much as two





25.1 Newcomers to India
Their civilization was, at first, barely

a civilization at all. They were
accustomed to living in roving bands
headed up by warleaders. So they did
not build; they did not write; they had, so
far as we know, no art; their language



Later, the descendants of these
invaders referred to themselves as arya,
an adjective which has been given at
least seven different English
translations, ranging from “respectable”
to the more ominous “pure.”719 At its
beginning, the Aryan civilization was
anything but pure. Even though the







27.1 Ahmose Against the Hyksos
Around the same time, the long-lived

Apepi I finally died in Avaris. The









29.1 The Mitanni
The Mitanni were not yet strong

enough to resist Egypt. In the face of
Tuthmosis III’s vigorous forwards push,





30.1 The Shang Capitals
Sima Qian ends the story on a happy

note. After three years in exile, the young
emperor “repented his errors, accepted
the blame himself, and returned to good
behavior.” Presumably this means he
was now ready to be guided by Yi Yin,
who welcomed him back and turned the





31.1 The Mycenaeans
According to Plutarch, this burden was

borne by the city of Athens, on the
southeastern coast. For two years the
people of Athens sent their sons and
daughters to the Minotaur. By the third
year, though, the Athenian parents were





32.1 Nubia
During his extraordinarily long reign,

Egypt had reached an unprecedented



for some centuries. These years are
historically invisible, but theologically
central. It is in the desert that their own
sacred book is born; in this book, the
Hebrew God appears as a single power
with no consort, the divine First Cause,
the one and only God, who brings life in
his own name.











of his people: not just the sage assistant,
but also the noblemen who were actually
in control of those farther-flung
provinces of the Shang kingdom.

But this is all speculation, since the
story of Wu Ting is built around
fragments of bone and bronze, and tales
set down a thousand years after the fact.



so far, none of these priests and warrior-
chiefs have names.



back down to Babylon,20 but this did not
console the outraged Babylonians.
Babylon rebelled almost at once, its
Assyrian governor fled, and another
Kassite nobleman seized the throne and
declared the city’s freedom from
Assyrian domination.

38.1 Tukulti-Ninurta’s Assyria



each slew his neighbor.”22 The
Nineteenth Dynasty had come to an
undistinguished end.

The wheel had gone sideways; no one
sat on top. After decades of war making,
the energy poured into conquest had
drained the kingdoms dry.



39.1 Sea Peoples Invade
Invasions of the Delta were nothing

new. But this particular invasion force





40.1 Dorian Greece
The Dorians, amazed at such nobility,

lifted the siege of Athens, but the retreat



The Dorian settlers had no king and
court, no taxes and tributes, and no
foreign sea trade. They farmed, they
survived, and they had no particular
need to write anything down. Their



41.1 End of the Hittites
There were too many of them, and the

Hittite army was too small. The
newcomers moved right through
Suppiluliuma’s troops, scattered his
defenses, and arrived in the heart of his





gods: he made idols, “called them
heavenly gods,” and played lots with
them. When he won, he mocked the idols
as lousy gamblers.

42.1 Shang and Zhou
This was a serious breach of his royal

responsibilities. With more and more
weight being placed on the oracle-bone





43.1 The Western Zhou
As soon as Wu died, the shakiness of

his authority became clear. His son was
still young, and so his brother Tan took
charge as regent. Almost at once, though,
the two brothers who were supposed to





44.1 Aryan Clans of India
But the warrior clans drove ahead.

Iron—previously used mostly for
weapons, blades, and arrowheads—now
proved useful for axes and thick plows.
In the Satapatha Brahamana (one of the
prose commentaries attached to the



world far removed from the ambitions of
kings.107



45.1 Israelites and Philistines
Joshua marched his followers to the

east of the Dead Sea, up around to its





Indian ports; trading settlements here
grew into cities.13

45.3 Arabia
We know even less about the southern

corner of Arabia, since the ancient
inscriptions that exist there cannot be
dated with certainty. But it was most
likely the Sabean kingdom of southern





So that he could march safely towards
his new capital, the chief of the Ch’in—
a minor state whose lord had not been



where the Aramaeans still held the most
power.

47.1 The New Assyrian Empire
And to the south, the ragged remnant of

the Babylonian empire kept its
independence, such as it was. The





48.1 Shalmaneser’s Enemies
Then he turned east. As always, the

Elamites on the other side of the Tigris
were a continual threat. The kings of the
Elamite cities could see that Assyria
was a much greater threat than the
relatively small Babylon, and so they
tended to ally themselves with the



48.2 Mycenaeans, Dorians, and
Ionians

BY THIS TIME, the Greek cities had
coalesced into three distinct clusters.
The Mycenaean cities of the mainland
had buckled, three hundred years earlier,
in the face of overrunning Dorians. But







Eretria built no fewer than four colonies
(Naxus, Lentini, Catana, and Rhegium)
over the next twenty years. By 700 BC,
cities on the southern Italian coast were
almost as likely to be Greek as native.



swarming an elephant. But Assyrian
attacks against the massive fortresses
that guarded the Urartu mountain passes
did not manage to breach their frontier.

50.1 Assyria and Its Challengers
Stalled on both his western and







Despite this hovering presence in the
south, Sargon now celebrated complete



soldiers, helpfully sent by the king of
Elam, who was always ready to do
Assyria a bad turn).3

52.1 Sennacherib’s Campaigns
Once again, Merodach-baladan

announced that he was the true restorer
of the ancient Babylonian traditions:





53.1 States of the Eastern Zhou (with
Alternate Spellings)

Almost immediately, powerful lords
began to throw cautious nets over
nearby, smaller kingdoms. “During the
reign of King P’ing,” Sima Qian writes,



 
DOWN TO THE SOUTH, the huge Chu
state had made its own plans to deal
with the barbarians storming back and





combined the vomiting of blood and
gangrene of the testicles.30 The illness
carried him off, and a relieved
Ashurbanipal was able to abandon the
expedition north.



55.1 The Medes and the Persians
Ecbatana: one of the most startling

cities of ancient times, built on the
eastern slopes of Mount Orontes.
Ecbatana was surrounded by seven
circular walls, the outermost lying







And how did this work?
With Solon gone, Athenian politics

soon fell back into its old divisive
squabbles. “The result of the laws,”
Plutarch says, regretfully, “justified the
visitor’s conjecture, rather than Solon’s
expectations.” The Athenian experiment











Given that both Assyrian and
Babylonian kings had shared a devotion
to a sacred tree as the source of their
power, this strikes Nebuchadnezzar as
ominous. Daniel, asked to interpret,
confirms the negative nature of the
dream: he predicts that the king will be
struck by madness and lose his power







 
CYRUS’S OWN VICTORY was
unmixed. He took over the great palace





defense. It was the first time that the
rights of the Republic were suspended
for the sake of expediency, but not the
last.





to them.



soldiers reached the court directly.”2

62.1 The Five Hegemonies
This Chu invasion of the Zhou land

took place as soon as King Ting took the
Zhou throne. It was not a direct attack on
the palace; Chu’s putative target was a





63.1 Persia and Central Asia
With her son avenged, Tomyris

allowed the Persian survivors to take the
body of the Great King from the
battlefield. They washed the blood from
his face and took the corpse in a
defeated funeral procession back to



63.2 Egypt and Cyrene
The two armies met halfway between

Memphis and Sais, at a battlefield called



63.3 The Expansion of Magadha
His mother grieved so harshly over

her husband’s loss that she died. At that
point her brother, now king of Kosal,
reclaimed the land that had been in her
dowry, and Ajatashatru went to war to
get it back.



had travelled down the Indus and up the
Persian Gulf by sea: not moving from
India to Babylon, but rather moving from
one part of Darius’s empire to another.27

Persia had become a bridge between
India and the peoples farther west.



access to Sardis, Darius built a new
road from Susa all the way into Asia
Minor. This Royal Road was dotted
with post stations for the change of
horses, so that a messenger could get
rapidly from the west to the capital and
back again.

64.1 Homeland of the Scythians



Moving north, the Argead conquered
the land around the Thermaic Gulf and a
little farther north, built a capital city
(Aegae, near the ancient fortress of
Edessa), organized an army, and
collected taxes. Macedonia was the first
state in Europe to achieve this level of
organization.9

But it was a pretty rough and tumble
kingdom. The kings of Macedonia did
not come from the eastern tradition of
divinely ordained kingship. They were
warriors who held their thrones by









65.2 The War on Sicily
Alcibiades convinced the Athenians to

throw a huge fleet at this distant and





66.1 The Gaulish Invasion
The tribunes and Tables did not





67.1 The Warring States
The Qi state was the most prosperous;

it had an unusual run of competent dukes,
who collected taxes in an orderly
manner and also managed to corner a
salt monopoly.2 The Wei had the edge in





68.1 The March of the Ten Thousand
The journey, which began sometime in

September of 401, dragged on for
months. The Greeks plodded along the
Tigris, short of food and water,
constantly attacked from behind by a
Persian detachment which had been

















Asoka’s sons and grandsons lost hold of
their kingdom and it separated again into
smaller battling territories.















74.2 Contested Satrapies
Instead, he marched back up the coast

and took his frustrations out on the
satrapy of Coele Syria, beginning a
purge among anyone who had shown
sympathy for the Egyptians’ request.





156), displayed a great deal of tact; like
his father, he capitalized on this negative
bond and kept his hands out of local
business as much as possible.

75.1 Han China
Like his father, he also faced the



75.2 The Parthians
Zhang Qian’s report also extended

farther west, into Parthia, where a king
was still very much on the throne.
Antiochus Epiphanes had been forced to
fight off Parthian attacks, and the three
Seleucid kings who came after him had





76.1 Slave Revolts
In that same year, the First Servile

War in Sicily finally came to an end
when the consul Publius Rupilius
crushed the rebellion with startling
severity. He besieged the leadership of
the revolt in the city of Tauromenium,







77.2 Pontus
Winning a war against Eupator

Dionysius was a sure path to glory, and
Sulla was the obvious choice for the job.
As a matter of fact he was already out in
the countryside with thirty-five thousand
soldiers, preparing them for the
upcoming campaign. But Marius had









78.2 Britain
Pieced together, Monmouth and

Caesar suggest that the king of the



lifeless, to show that each of them
had had a share in the deed, until he
had received thirty-five wounds, and
breathed his last.30







The action came just in time. In August
of AD 14, the two men were travelling
together when the seventy-five-year-old
Augustus was struck with diarrhea. He



came into China at the top of the social
tree; it was adopted first by the king, and
spread from him downwards. In China,
it was the religion of the educated, the
powerful, and the well-to-do.







Back in Rome, Vitellius was eating
enormously, drinking, and indulging
himself, while his soldiers prepared to
defend his rule. Roman troops that
supported Vespasian were marching





82.2 Hadrian’s Wall
The construction of Hadrian’s Wall

began in 122. Ten years later, the wall





keep him safe.

83.1 The Yellow Turbans
The empress dowager remained under

guard for four years. When she died in
172, it was widely murmured that she
had been murdered by Cao Jie, the
leader of the Ten Regular Attendants.
Meanwhile, Lingdi became so trusting of





84.1 The Parthian Invasion
When Pius died in 161, his older heir

Marcus Aurelius was forty. He had done
his term of duty as a politican, including
a year as consul, but he disliked politics.
He was an intense introvert, a scholar by
nature (the fourth-century Augustan



84.2 The Three Kingdoms
Xiandi himself must have known that

his claim of emperorship was a fraud.
When Ts’ao died in 220, Xiandi
abdicated, handing power over to
Ts’ao’s son. After 426 years, the Han
kingdom had ended.





85.1 The Gothic Invasion
Sometime in the second century,

peoples who had long lived on the
northern peninsulas which we now know
as Scandinavia crossed the strait in
boats and landed on coast of Europe.
The sixth-century writer Jordanes, our







“…[and] he said that life was without
enjoyment to him as long as he saw the
imperial city thus afflicted, and prepared
himself for the overthrowal of the
tyranny.”19

85.1 Shifts of Power in the Roman
Empire.



In allying himself with the Christian
God at the Milvian Bridge, Constantine
had turned the empire into something
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